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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One ~r the primary @bjectives er educatien is the 
devel~pment ef character. In the light ef present day 
teaching problems, the present thesis is c®ncerned with this 
as~ect of guidance en the elementary level. It has been well 
said that there ~e really ne preblem children, - there are 
snly children with prsblems. Preblems that seem trifling te 
ad~lts may loom large in the child 1 s small world. Not the 
least of a good teacherts tasks is that sf helping the small 
child see his problems, face his problems, and solve his 
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!problems. \l Here the teacher is but the faitMul guide, for true !1 
character is built from within. Her task is simply ttto guide 111 
.VI 
the evolving dynamism through which man .forms himsel.f as man. 11 !1 
il 
Threugh her guidance, a rully realized human being is developed.\\ 
One o.f the greatest contributions any teacher can make to l:,·.ll 
resent-day society is te send eut .frem the classreom to the 
ii 
eme, to the cemmunity, te the werld at large, children whe are ~~ 
well-devemJped, well-~eised, and well-equipped to adjust te ll 
li.fe with its myriad problems and mani.feld aspects. 
1/~acques Maritain, Educatien at the Cressreads, Yale 
University Press, 1952, p.l. 
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The purpese.-- The purpese of this thesis is te suggest 
a list ef becks and films fer use in helping children build 
their own eharacters from within, in helping te rear the 
2 
structure that must last them a lifetime. The books and films j 
II listed in the fellewing pages have as their subject matter 
those problems that not inf'requently distnnb and cenfuse 
children, who are already sufficiently invelved and confused l 
about the business of growing up in tedayts world. 
Guidance.-- It is entirely possible that the teacher 
I 
L 
may be able to help the troubled child, even while he is a 
member of a larger group. Some pupils may be he~ped by reading! 
I 
I 
'I 
from basic, graded, character edueatien texts used by the 
regular reading groups; ethers may be helped more efficiently 
by the discussion ef preblems after a story has been read, or 
boeks f0r the I 
particular childts 
a film has been shown. In providing library 
individual child, the teacher will have that 
specific ~reblems in mind, starting him reading along lines 
that will elarify his thinking, and determine his actions in 
regard te his own pr>eblems. The greatest thers.peutical ef.fect ' 
will ne deubt ceme about, when the child realizes with a sense I 
of relief and release that his case is not unique, that ,! 
hundreds, perhaps thousands of other boys and girls have had toll 
.face the same problems. He will .feel a sense of kinship with I 
these other children, and the sense o.f togetherness thus 
developed will help him in his group relationships. 
II 
li 
II 
Acceptance of differances.-- One excellent eutceme af 
this experience aeuld well be that the child wculd begin te 
le~k with greater understanding and respect 0n these members 
ef his greup who, fer ene reasen 0r another, might have 
appeared to him befere as less socially acceptable. No more 
adequate beginning fer a better werld ceuld be made than 
areund a primary reading table. Possibly, it is not tee late 
to begin to practice the deetrine of the brotherhood ef man, 
in erder to avert natiens in the future having te sit around 
another kind of table and legislate on man-destroying atemic 
bombs and guided missiles. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE CHARACTER PROBLEMS INVOLVED 
Introduction to problems.-- The books and films listed 
in the bibliography are diversified in their coverage of the 
problems commonly considered to be disturbing youngsters. This 
chapter consists of a breakdown of a few of these problems. 
Other characteristics, such as: honesty, courage, cooperation, 
and independence are not listed in this chapter, though they 
are vitally important. These problems are included in the 
books and films found in the bibliography • 
. 
Need.-- The teacher should become aware of her pupils in 
order to be able to recognize the need of helpimg them, When 
they require help the most. An understanding teacher does 
not belittle problems. She does not magnify problems out of 
proportion to their seriousness either. She approaches the 
situation of being a helper with calm logic. This type of 
teacher can help the child more adequately than a teacher who 
does not use balanced reasoning herself. She should also be 
able to diagnose, within reason, the basic cause for the 
child 1 s disturbance. This is particularly necessary in school 
systems that do not have the, services of a guidance director. 
The following are a few outstanding problems she should be 
observant of: 
5 
' 
Appearance.-- One of the problems that can develop into aj 
serious character disturbance is that c:f being di:f:ferent in I 
appearance from ether children. Although children try bravely 
te conceal the hurt of being teased about their appearance, 
hurt remains. Any normal group of children produces a normal 
number of abn0rmal children, that is, abnermal in that they 
p0ssess some physi~al handicap that makes them different from 
their classmates. The children who are over-large, unusually I 
small, painfully homely, abundantly freckled, - almost anything~ 
will suffice t~ put them aside from the crowd. These children 
need the help of a wise and sympathetic teacher, a mature and 
understanding person. They must be led to see that size, or 
appearance, is not the serious factor in life that at first it 
may seem. They must be led to realize that they can still be I 
accepted as leaders; they still have a contribution to make tol 
a group, that no accident of physical appearance can nullify. ! 
The group should realize that appearance is net everything too.J 
Physical handicaps.-- The problem of physical handicaps 1 
is semething else again. Here it is no accident ef appearance.; I 
i 
it is ne result of hypersensitivity. It is a very true, and I 
I 
very :pitif'ul, reality. It is a S'm:f:r§l:atinn,thafi kter~an n<Dt I 
veluntarily change or outgr0w. The child wh0 is paralyzed, l 
crippled, blind, deaf, mute, er very much disfigured has to be I 
endowed, "r imbued, with a very special brand o:f c<>urage te I 
I 
,I 
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face life. Sometlmes, life holds a further difficulty for 
these children, because they are faced with the knowledge that 
they must look forward to month.s, perhaps years, in a hospital. 
Child psychologists have much to say on the subject of 
childhood's fears and insecurities. Some of these are, of 
course, natural to, and inseparable from the state of being a 
child. These in time will resolve themselves, - but the same 
oann®t be said of. the added fears, the pitiful apprehensions of 
those children who are physically handicapped. To show these 
children how to accept with courage their peculiar difficulties 
to help them bear manfully the handicap that is theirs is 
certainly the aim of every good teacher. To lift the child to 
that higher, nobler plane of living and teach him to look upon 
his problem as capable of solution is the particular effort 
of the dedicated teacher. 
A new baby in the f~mily.-- A new baby is usually 
welcomed by other children in the family, but there is one 
instance where even the advent of a new baby can cause a 
behavior problem. The child who up till then has been the 
center of attention, and the object of parental affection, may 
feel himself shuntea aside, deprived, and not infrequently, 
lonely. He will stop at nothing to be once more the center of 
attention. A little wise counselling, a little sympathetic 
understanding could have prevented this early blight to a 
developing personality. This child needs only to feel loved. 
If possible, cooperation should be established between the home 
~ I 
I 
II 
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and school on this problem. 
Broken homes.-- The problem of broken homes, with its 
-· 
pathetic aftermath of court wards, neglected children, children 
with divided allegiances is a tragic situation. Children like 
this are to be found in every classroom in the land, for 
broken homes are everywhere today. The wise teacher must know 
what rankles in the hearts of these children that causes them 
to act as they do. They feel that they a~e being pushed around 
in a heartless world, and their rebellion against the situation 
urges them to strike back. It is the privilege of the teacher 
to show these unfortunate youngsters that other boys and girls 
in similar situations have found that this is indeed a 
potentially wonderful world in which we can all be happy. 
Uncertain living conditions.-- The very fact that modern 
children have occasion frequently to move from one city to 
another, thus losing friends, and faced with the task of making 
new friends, can cause more emotional disturbances than can be 
-& 
imagined. The change sometimes involves moving to the so-calls 
nwrong side of the tracks", or even, it ma.y be, to the 'tright 
side of the tracksn. 
Difference of background or color.-- In addition to this, 
there is the problem of educating children to the fact that 
though the people among whom they live may be a different color, 
a different race, or a different faith, we all have mutual 
similarities in everything. They must learn early that every 
race or religion has something to offer, and that our country 
li 
i' 
_j 
! 
l 
~I 
is richer today for having people ef other lands add their 
_individual endowments to our own, and that each religion 
con~ributes the virtues and idealis~ that make our country 
worth living in. 
Personality adjustments.-- Personality adjustments that 
8 !! 
I 
i 
I 
I li 
are frequent preble~ are: jealeusy, lack of self-control, 
l0nel1ness, greediness, timidity, aggressiveness, selfishness, I 
fear, cowardice~ conceit, dishonesty, and failure te attain j 
Group guidance quite often is the solution te 
eliminating these pr®blems, mainly because 0f the desire to 
have the approval of the group. Discussion and fil~ help. 
Respect.-- A concluding result ef character education 
sh®uld be a. grewing awareness, a growing ability to nKnow 
thyself!" nThe person who understands and accepts this basic 
I 
I 
I 
i 
! 
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I 
point of view, that one achieves complacency only with death, ; 
is in a position to face lite with equanimity, He is not I 
appalled by the continual struggle between himself and society,, 
I for he knows that this struggle is part of his heritage. He ! 
sees his .fellow human beings as they are. He is realistic, 
rather than idealistic in his relations with them. He has 
confidence in them and in himself, because he faces reality 
squarely •. In short, he has developed a respect for himself y 
and for these around him." 
I 
' 
I g(H.A. Carroll, Mental Hygiene, New York (Prentice-Hall), r47. 1 
1 
! 
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CHAPTER III 
tY.ffY CHARACTER EDUCATION? 
:, 
ii 
i 
I 
I 
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The aim.-- nThe aim 0f'all educational effort should be, 
n&t t0 impart infermatien, but to develop the being which makes 
man human, to form habits of right thinking and deing. I 
Education sh®uld be carried ®n with a view to making the child I 
all that it is possible fer him to be. This is grewth; this isll 
devel0pment; this is educati~n. \v.hat is developed is not 
really changed but is made more fully, mere really itself. I 
There never was a time when greater need existed for efficient I 
and effective guidance inmbhe development of good character. I 
If education is to accomplish anything in the wa~ of II 
reconstruction of the social order, it must first stress 
I 
throughout all levels in all of its activities its real II 
. - 21 
purpose: effective guidance in the development of character." 
Goal.-- Those who educate for character must have a 
I definite goal in mind. They must knew what it is they wish the! 
child to become. The child, himself, needs to establish an I 
eventual goal. He will never rise any higher than his life- I 
::::l;a:th:x:::::.i:::t:::::t::: ::t:a::a:w::f::v::: .::::::• ~~~~ 
persenalities in adult life. The child was net guided in the 
1 
chGice ef a proper life-ideal. I 
j/Sister Mary Denisita White, C.S.J., Liturgy, An Indispensable! 
Factor in the Development of Christian Character~ Masterts 1 
Thesis 1\lfonnt: ~+. .TnA~nhl~ l']'l,::Hif'.hA'l">Af f!n11Ao-A R~ .. f'.Pa ":" "IO_t::'t 
I 
I 
I 
! 
~I 
I 
I 
l: 
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Definition.-- All thinking along this line must begin witb 
a definition, at least a working definition of character. 
Webster defines it as nan aggregate of distinctive qualities 
belonging to an individual ,or. a race; the stamp of individualit~ 
impressed by nature, education, or habit; moral vigmr or 
firmness, as acquired through self-discipline". To extend this 
to a broader meaning, Woroniecki says: uThe formation of 
character should be the main preoccupation of every moralist and 
of every pedagogue".kl/ Spalding speaks of character as 
synonomous with principle: "Character is a permanent way of 
. :21 
thinking, willing, and actingn. The Fonndation for Character 
Educatien evolved a committee, Which had as its problem the 
education of children with respect to moral values. The 
definition they developed was: nEach society determines for 
itself the good, the right, and the ideal, both as to the goals 
for which men strive and the behavior they adopt in achieving 
their goals. Character is represented by that which he strives 
for, believes in and defends, Which an individual stands for, 
and particularly the means he adopts to achieve his ends. 
1±/ Hyac:i,.nth Woroniecki, "St. Thomas and Modern Pedagogyn, The 
Cath~lic Educational Review, (March, 1930), p. 180. 
2/ John L. Spalding, Education and the Higher Life, A.c. McClurg 
and Co., Chicago, 1890., p. 127. 
I 
I 
11 
Character education is the process by which an individual 
acquires the values, beliefs, attitudes, and ways of acting that 
are socially beneficial. Its goal is individuals who lead lives 
~§) 
which provide for the fullest persenal and social development". 
Guidance.-- How can teachers guide children in all that 
character includes of values in ideals, motives, and principles? 
Since the child, especially the young child, is by nature ptJone 
to imitate, he should be wisely guided to the choice of the 
best models. Growth comes only from contact with what is 
larger and greater than oneself. He has the real and the immedilate 
models of parents, teachers, and friends. He also may be 
show.n solutions discovered by other children with similar 
problems to his; but since these have thwir poor human 
limitations, the child should be supplied with abundant models 
from fiction, from history, and from good biographies of 
worthwhile people who have lived in the past. 
There is no perfect way of accomplishing this. No two 
individuals are alike, much less any two classes; therefore, 
the needs, the problems, and the difficulties to be solved 
will be equally varied. The teacher will learn through trial 
and error Which method will suit her needs the best in order 
to attain her objective. The teacher will learn by experience 
£/ Ralph Garry, project director, Television for Children, 
T.O. Metcalf Co., 1957, P•4• 
' I ,, 
12 
whieh books are best to advise for her particular group; also, 
which films to show. She will, acting as a capable, mature 
guide first diagnose, then seek a remedy for the problem at 
hand. 
:Motivation.-- No other word is used more frequently and 
lightly than the word nmotivation". Teachers and parents are 
eternally faced by the fact that nothing they can do will 
prevail unless the child is himself moved to act by those inner 
drives, forces, impulses, and reasons that determine his actions~ 
The proverbial horse, who can be led to water but cannot be made 
to drink is docility itself compared to the child who wontt 
because he doesn't want to. To the child, it is all just as 
simple as that. He feels that. adults should look for a further 
reason always than those they present to him at the moment. It 
is up to us to have ready and understah~ab&Esunawers~heThe 
principles presented to the child through reading and audio-
visual aids are frequently more readily apt to motivate and be 
comprehensible to the child. 
~-----
I 
CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION OF'THE ETHICAL 
CONTENT OF STORIES 
13 
Problem.-- There is a grewing concern ever the type or 
reading and visual material children have access to. nRadio 
programs, movies, (T.V.) and comic books play a consuming role 
in their out-of-school life. Although sensitive homes and 
schools direct their efforts toward building the mature, 
c®eperative ~ersen, they must deal with both nature and the 
.. V 
culture.n The real task which the teacher has befare her is tp 
study and guide the grewth ef her ~m~il 1 s interests into the 
pre}j>er claan.E.els. 
Fulfilling needs of the child.-- Certain basic needs are 
eammen to the child, simply because he is a child. His needs 
are, at first, narrew and persenal; but as he gr®ws to maturity, 
his needs breaaen and become secialized. He is always trying to 
satisfy his needs, always seeking certain things: personal 
happiness, social approval. The child has a need of models from 
literature that will strengthen his ability to attain this 
satisfaction, where the· examples set by others help him achieve 
the fulfillment of his needs. "Readin~ the right booksn, says 
~buthnot, ucan actually strengthen a child for the difficult y 
tasks involved in grewing up.n 
If Cole and Bruce, Educational Psychology, Yonkers-en-Hudson,N.Y 
(WorJ.d Bonk r!A ) lQt;() 
I. 
A geed novel.-- What Thorntcam says td' the novel in 
particular can, with equal truth, be said or good books er all 
~inds: nThe excellence of the great novel lies in revealing 
life and ourselves to us ••• What can the novel do for your 
personality? It can show you the rich possibi+ities of life 
around you. ~Vherever you live, you are moving through 
something frightening or more explesive than the atom bomb. You 
can learn from novels how to see into that richness. Great 
ln.evels bring yeu a balanced view of life; neither weighted tee 
!much t@ward good or evil, but 0bserving all the possibilities. 
They teach you what to expect of life. They also bring great 
characters to you: characters who will help you understand 
yourself, your family, and everyone you meet. Yeu will not 
~ake mistakes, because you will have educated your heart. All 
' 21 
s®cial poise and surety stems from the understanding l;teart .. u 
Bibliotherapy.-- It is not meant to be suggested that the 
~ere reading of a book is entirely sufficient to implant new 
ideals and standards of conduct. Children may formulate new 
standards of conduct, ideals, and good moral principles, but 
~ail to see how they can be applied to their own pressing, 
~ersonal problems. They may fail to supplant themselves. 
~ May Hill Arbuthnot, Children and Books, Scott Foresman & Co. 
New York, 194-7, p. 10. 
21 Francis Beauchesne Thornten, How to Improve Your Personality 
by Reading, Bruce Publishing Co., Milwaukee, 1949, p. 54-. 
he teaeher must lead the child te eensider his ewn problems in 
jthe light ef the principles he has acquired. This can be d®ne 
0:nly when the teaeb.er understands the chilill an.d his preblems. 
Dr. Thema.s V. Me0re says in this aenn.ectien urt a.p>pears 
that 0ne can intrtHiluee ideals and }.i!lrineiple s into the mind 0f 
the ehild mueh mere easily by bibliethera}.i!ly than by verbal 
imstructien and persuasien. The child discevers the ideals and 
wrineiples fer himself. The emotional interest ef the story 
gives them a warmth, a eeloring, and a beauty that ~wakens 
1Q/ 
admiratien and a desi:fle to imitate. u 
Judge Jacob Panken ef the Demestic Relations Court in New 
Y0rk City was se convinced ef the value of bibliotherapy that he 
U worked eut a very success.ful system with the branches of the Ne 
Yerk Public Library nearest the demestic caurt. Yeungsters were 
sent to the library to read a cellectien ef books, especially 
0 
Ila The Child Speaks Judge Pankin says: nGoed reading werks 
better in }.i!lreventing delinquency than in curing it. What tke 
boek dees is te help in the devele}.i!lment ef fine characteristics, 
geea secial attitudes, a sense of ceeweration, respesibility, 
and regard fer ethers' rights. It may be made an excellent 
basis ~0r building in the child a feeling ef dignity~ self-
res~ect, self-reliance, a leve @f liberty, Rnd the capacity te 
appreeiate demecraay by contrast with antidemecratic ferms ef 
w g@Vernment.n 
1.6 
Over-emphasis.-- There is mne pitfall into which even 
well-intentioned people may fall. Paul Hazard, in Books, 
Children, and Men, is careful to warn educators. They must not 
think of' beoks f'or children simply and so.lely in terms of' what 
will teach, in the sense ef instruct. Children are very keen 
and sensitive to this sert of' sham and pretense; and it would 
repel, rather than help. Paul Hazard warns adults not to 
suppress that happy interval ef' years in which the child lives 
wi~heut dragging abeut with him the weight ef' life. He shsuld 
have rich years in Which the being is not only shaping itself, 
but receiving in advance its best share ef happiness. He likes 
best for children the boeks that distill f'rem all different 
kinds of' knowledge the most difficult and the most necessary-
g/ 
that of human interest. Letts not become s~ involved in 
teaching the moral lesson that we forget the child will not, 
even remotely, attempt to pay attention to the lesson at hand, 
~less he is interested. If there is over-emphasis on morality 
~ather than interest, he will feel that he is being lectured to, 
~nd will automatically clese his mind to f'urther help. The two 
171ay be eempined, hewever, inte a sensible alliance. 
~Thomas V. Moore, Nature and Treatment of' Mental Diserders 
Grune and Stratton, 1943, New York, p. 216. 
~Jaceb Panken, The Child Speaks, Helt,N.Y., 1941, p. 95. 
11,g/.Paul Hazard, Books, Children, and Men, H0rn Beek Ce. , 
Besten, 1944, p.4, 42-44. 
!! 
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CHAPTER V 
THE FORMAT OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Seurces of items.---Th~ fallewing bibliography was 
fermulated after centacting publishers an.d film distribution 
heuses fer their individual listings. In aaditien, various 
librarians were appr@ached. After receiving replies frem the 
~ublishers and after having digested material frem the 
librarians, any catalogues ef beek and film listings available 
were searched for further material. 
Method used for listing.-- The metked usea fer listing 
the books and films was: 
1. Beeks.-- The listing ef publishers' series ef books 
is accerding to the ngme ef the publisher. This is 
not according to the usual procedure; but it is done 
purposely in order to facilitate school purchasing. 
Library books are compiled in a separate listing, 
according to authors names. These are individual 
character education b0eks, that children may read to 
themselves, er may have read to them. The importance 
of books ef b~th tYPeS has been discussed in the 
preceding chapters. 
2. Films and .filmstrips.-- The .films and .filmstrips are 
listed according te the company at which they may be 
J)Urchase.d. While .films de net, and cannet, take the 
1 
place of' books,; they are vi tally important. 
Possibly, as f'ilms become more widely used by 
teachers, they will assume a much more important 
place in education. As teachers come to realize the 
vast educational possibilities in the f'ilm, they wil 
be ef' great assistance to the producers of such 
materials; if' only by the criticisms and 
constructive suggestions they may see f'it to make. 
At present, the supply of this type of' f'ilm is 
inadequate; but it will grow to equal the demand. 
Problems.-- Films present problems all their own. The 
cost of' producing such f'ilms is enormous, and it is 
not to be wondered at that educational films have not 
kept pace with the publication of' books f'or children. 
Compared with books, f'ilms are still in the infant 
stage. Purchasing, operation, maintenance, selection 
and distribution present problems also. Once these 
problems are satisfactorily solved, the teacher will 
f'ind the f'ilm can sometimes do wonders in vitalizing 
her teaching. The particular f'ield to Which we have 
reference in this thesis is practically virgin soil. 
Not only is there a great need f'or f'ilms to be used 
in character education, but there is a need f'or 
evaluations of' such f'ilms. Here and there, one can 
f'ind critical comment on educational f'ilms in general 
but very little on the special type of film which is 
discussed here. The average boek rer children will 
be reviewed many times. It weuld seam just as 
desirable te have an equal number ef reviews en rilms 
What McDenaH says er the accomplishment ef those wha 
intreduce the individual to the proper books can be 
said with equal truth of those Who provide him with 
the proper films: nWhenever a library succeeds in 
deepening the experience or starting the growth ef an 
individual, it achieves one of its mBin reasons for w .. 
being.n "The motion picture is a tremendous force 
ixnrour civilization. It has great influence in the 
molding or children's charactersiiood or bad as it 
may bi7', because children are more apt t0 remember 
~at they sea. A go®d picture is a valuable 
lJkl 
experience • tt · 
1j/Gerald D. McDenald, Educatienal Pictures and Libraries, 
American Library Association, Chicago, 1942, p.2. · 
19/The Payne Fund Studies, MacMillan Co., New Y®rk, 1933-1935 .. 
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SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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CHAPTER VI 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 
CHARACTER ED.. BOOKS 
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Introduction.-- The following list of books, it is hoped, 
will be of help primarily for educators, who are ordering books 
·for use in their classrooms. The bibliography is arranged with 
this in mind, as previously described in the chapter ®n rormat. 
There is an additional listing after the bibliograph~ that gives 
some books, not necessarily found in the bibliography, that is 
listed according to the character problem under discussion. 
Explanation of series:-- Many publishers consider that 
their basic curricula books contain character education stories; 
and sheuld, therefere, be included in this list. This may be 
true, as many types of books involve certain aspects of 
character training, even though they are not officially designat d 
as such. However, the series listed have been selected, 
primarily by publishers themselves, as series that contain 
de.finite character education traits. 
It is believed that the books given include all of the 
preblems that disturb children as well. The attempt has been 
made to find the books that satisfactorily cover these problems 
to be tackled and the good traits to be copied, to bring 
together the aspects discussed befere that should be found in 
a good character education pregram. 
If 
I. American Book Company, 52 5th Ave., New York 3, N.Y. 
1. Leavell, Ullin w., Friebele, lVIa:z:>y L®uise, and Cushman, 
Tracie, Tht Modern Mcguffey Readers series. 
"This series stresses the development of m0ral, 
spiritual, andhuman relations values, without 
preachiness. They lead to meral principles, 
discussion of them, and application to their own 
behaviour. The names of the becks in the series 
are: 
a. Paths to Follow, grade feur level of reading. 
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b. Frontiers to Explore, grade five level 0f reading. 
c. Widening Horizons, grade six level of reading. 
2. American Heritage Series. 
a. Latham, Jean Lee, The Story of Eli Whitney 
Eli Whitaey traveled a leng, hard read before 
he created the teels that revelutienized 
America. His swirit, faith, and genius serve 
as an inspiratien t0 all yeumg Americans. 
b. Angell, Pelly, Andy Jacksen. 
An example 0f ceurage fer the child to follew. 
When Andrew Jacksen became President ef the 
United States, it marked the beginning ef true 
demecracy in this country. For the first time, 
a man of the people, chosen by the people, sat 
in the White House. In this book, students 
find that history is made in more places than 
on battlefields. 
c. Latham, Frank B. , The Law or the Gun. 
Alexander Deniphan was a great name on the 
frontier in the 1830s. When angry settlers 
tried to drive the peaceful Mermons frem their 
homes, Doniphan defended them; and in se doing, 
he established a basic rule ef law. 
f. Lane, Frederick, The Magnificent Mariner. 
Jehn Paul Jenes' ringing werds, nr have not yet 
begun to fight," have echoed threugh the years 
as the cry 0f defiance in the face ef 
I 
II ~ 
insurmountable odds. Readers come to know 
this man, Who rerused to accept dereat. 
II. ;Allyn & Bacon, 41 Mount Vernon St., Best on, Mass. 
1. Searles, Anna Rawley, Group of three in the series. 
Outstanding authors contribute te the series. They 
are instructional and present life problems with 
solutions which stress good character traits to 
emulate. 
a. Fun to be Alive.-- Fourth grade level. 
b. Time to Live.-- Firth grade level. 
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"The Use (':)f Analysis and Suggested Helpsrr sectien 
gives the centent ef each selection and states 
briefly what problems are involved. 
c. Living All Your Life.-- Sixth grade level. 
Life situations are suggested, and the attitudes 
shewn teward each of the situations. 
III. Bobbs-Merrill Publishing Co., North Meridian St.~ 
:rmii:anlipihlts77ziill1ifl!:e.na 
1. Ghildhood of Famous Americans series. 
These are in school edition fer~. There are others in 
the series than are listed here, but a few have been 
selected that might ha~e a stronger element of courage 
or example to follow within their scope. They are 
mainly fourth grade reading level. The catalogue 
price is $1 .. 48; and the net school price is $1.11. 
a. Stevenson, Frontier Bey. 
The story ef Abraham Linceln. 
b. Wagener, A Girl of Colonial Days. 
The story of Abigail Adams. 
c. Guthridge, Bey Inventer. 
The stery of Thomas Edisen. 
d. Howe, Kansas Girl. 
The story o~ Amelia Earhart. 
e. Stevenson, Ambitious Bey. 
The story o~ Bo®ker T. Washington. 
~. Stevensen, Printer's Bey. 
The st®ry ®~ Benjamin Franklin. 
g. Stevenson, B®y Scientist. 
The story o~ Geerge Carver~ 
h. Stevenson, Girl Patriot. 
The story e~ Melly Pitcher. 
i. Stevens0n, Boys with Wings. 
The stery e~ Wilbur and Orville Wright. 
j. Seym0ur, Brave Girl. 
T.he story of Pocahentas. 
k. Van Riper, Boy o~ the Sand Lots. 
The story o~ Lou Gehrig. 
1. Weil, Boy o~ the Four Freedoms. 
The story 0~ Fratik1in Roosevelt. 
IV. Beckley - Cardy CG., 1900 Nerth Narragansett, 
Chicago 39, Illinois. 
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This is a sucesssful living series f0r the first 
six grades. The beoks in it are designed te 
develop patterns ef citizenship. They are 
written by Dr. Seward E. Daw and other well-knewn 
educators. A disceunt ef 25% is allowed from the 
~ull list on class orders, pestage extra. 
a~ School and Play2 $1.90, Primer 
Family relationships, good health, and sa~ety 
habits are stressed. 
b. We Live and Grew, $1.68, Grade 1. 
Developing proper habits and attitudes fer heme 
and school is emphasized. 
c. Making Friends, $1.80, Grade 2. 
Stresses tim interdependence of people. 
f. Sharing Together, $1.84, Grade 3· 
Introduction to the past leads to an appreciation 
of our heritage. The theme of the book is living 
together at home, school, in the community, and 
around the world. 
g. Ourselves and Others, $2.04, Grade 4. 
Living together. 
h. Richer Living, $2.04, Grade V 
The tbmn.e is how to live richly in an expanding 
community and social environment. Stories of 
yesterday provide a background fer living today. 
i. Knowing Our World, $2. 04, Grade VI. 
This boek tells steries of how people over the 
werld affect each other 1 s li~es, occupations, and 
well-being. 
V. Follett Publishing Co., 1010 West Washington Boulevard 
Chicago 7, Illineis. 
1. Primary sacial studies series.--
This series stresses how to live happier in the 
home, the school, and the community. 
a. Billy and His Family, Code 15010, $.50, Readiness 
Family work and play. 
b. Billy and His Friends, Code 15020, $1.20, 1-1. 
Helps children and teacher get acquainted. New 
ideals of behaviour and new concepts of living 
together result. 
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c. Billy Goes to School, Code 15030, $1.60, Gr •. l. 
Adjustment to other children, harmonious f&mily 
relationships, better adjustments in community 
and school· are encouraged. 
d. Working Together, Code 15160, $2.10, Gr. 3· 
The child learns how the basic needs of people 
are met. 
2. Good sportsmanship series.--written by Caary .Ta·ckson. 
a. Shorty Makes First Team, $2.80, Gr. 4-8. 
A good basketball story, with more and better 
character development than is usual in this 
type of book. Good teacher-student relations. 
xb. Shorty at the State Tournament, ~2.80, Gr. 4-8. 
This story is about the awkwardness ef a boy 
gr0wing up. It stresses the value of being 
one of the ttteamn. 
VI. Lippino0tt C0., .r .B., 333 West Lake St., Chicago, Ill. 
1. Time to Read series.-- This series centers en human 
relattons and personal adjust~ent. 
a. Making Friends, $1.68, Book 1. 
This book emphasises the adjustment to making 
new friends. 
b. Leaf, How to Behave and l~y, $3.00, Gr. 1-5. 
This presents an interesting presentation of 
the reason for manners. 
c. Allen, Briggs, Behave Yourself, $3.00, Gr. 6-up. 
The value of good behaviour in contrast to poor. 
d. Allen, Briggs, If You Please, $3.00, Gr. 6-up. 
The value of a bit of extra courtesy. 
VII. Lyons & Carnahan, 223-225 S•. Main St., 
Wilkes-Barre, Penna. 
1. Guidance in Reading series, written by Storm-Johnson. 
c.o 
a. Sue and Mickey, reading readiness, Gradel, $.64 
b. Nip and Tuck, pre-pr~er, Grade 1. $.44 
c. Nip and Tuck at Play, pre-primer, Grade 1 $.4-4 
d. Bob and Judy, pr~er, Grade 1, $1.28 
e. Good Times Toget~er, Grade 1, $1.28 
f. Friends About Us, Grade 2, $1.56 
g. Neighbors and Helpers, Grade 3 $1.96 
h. Then and Now, Grade 4 $2 .. 40 
i. Widenlng Trails, Grade 5 $2.40 
j. Roads of Progress, Grade 6 $2.40 
VIII. Laidlaw Br0thers, Summit, N.J. 
The books in th~s series are designed "to bridge the 
gap between the basal reader and good children 1 s 
literature. They are written to develop moral 
awareness, spiritual values, and the desire to be 
good citizens.n They are on the elementary. level. 
There is a 25% discount for schools. 
1. One group of books stresses love, loyalty to f'amily, home, 
and country. ' They are! The Boy \Vho Saved a Regiment, 
Jack Jouettts Ride 
Modern Pioneers 
Master of' the Sea 
Independence Bell 
All .Americans 
How They Saved the Fort 
Pioneer and President 
The Choice 
Stories of' Independence 
Master of' Music 
The Flag 
A Message f'or Washington 
Adventures of a Fire Fighter 
The Soldier Who Loved Peace 
lj 
I 
A Tube of Antitoxin 
The Story of Dobbin 
Asleep in Church 
The School Money 
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2. This group stresses the satis£action of achievement. They 
are: 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4· 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10 
A Boy in India 
A Great Child Musician 
The Runt gomes Through 
The Magician of Love 
The Boy Who Climbed the 
Steeple 
Tubal Cain 
The Way to School 
The Search for the Beautiful 
The Little Boy Who Loved 
Trees 
The Girl ~ho Liked to Play 
Nurse 
The Prize of the Tapestry 
Weavers 
Master of the Sea 
Church 
The Story of Steel 
All Americans 
Dreamer and Admiral 
The Training of a Clown F~ight to Hawaii 
IX. The Macmillan Company, 60 5th Ave., N.Y., 11, N.Y. 
This series stresses hew to live better within yeur 
home, community, friendsw and how to be better 
citizens. They are: 
Living Together at Home and at School Gr. 1,2,3 $1.35 
Living Together in Town and Country, Gr. 1,2,3 $1. 
Living Together Now and Long Ago, Gr. 1,2,3 $1.74 
Living Together Around the World, Gr.4 $2.04 
Living Together in the Americas, Gr. 5 $2.76 
Living Together in the_ Old World, Gr. 6 $2.76 
. 
Scheel Friends, Gr. 1 $1.35 
En .1 ox ing Our Land, Gr. 2 $1.65 
Your Land and Mine, Gr. 3 $1.80 
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10. Toward Freedom, Gr. 4 $1.86 
11. 
12. 
Pioneering in Democracz, Gr. 5 $2.01 
The Wa:;y of Democrac:,y, Gr. 6 $2.10 
X. William Morrow & Ce., 425 Fourth Ave., New York 16,N. 
This series has to do with problems of every day 
living. 
1. Beim, Jerrold, Kid Brother, Kind. to 3rd Gr., $2.00. 
A simply written story involving a real problem 
in older-younger children relations. 
2. Beim, Jerrold, Mister Boss, Kind. to 3rd Gr. $2.00. 
An entertaining story about a boy Whose parents 
allow him to be in command of the household for 
a day. Home responsibility. 
3. Beim, Jerrold, The Smallest Bo:;y in the Class, Gr.l&2,$2.0 
A little bey 'Who rebelled against being called Tin 
learns that bigness is not always measured in 
inches. 
4• Beim, Jerrold, Swimming Hole, Grade 1, $2.00. 
The new boy, who . deesn t t want te go in swimming 
with anyone who is colored has n0 f'un until he 
learns that coler d0esn•t matter. 
5. Beim, Jerrold, Thin Ice, Kind. to 3rd Grade, $2.00. 
A little boy discovers, in a dramatic way, how 
impoDtant it is to know how to read. 
6. Bothwell, Jean, Little Flute Pla:,yer, Gr.1,2,4, $2.50. 
How a ten year old boy in North India kept his 
.family alive in a time of f'amine. 
7. Darling, Louis, Country School, Grade 2, $2,00. 
How T@ny got over his resentment against the big 
modern building that replaced the little country 
school. Recreates child's everyday life in a 
realistic manner. 
8. Eichelberger, R@sa K., Brenko, Grade 4, $2.95. 
Brenko revels in a .fre.e ct>untry but he balks at 
school, which is synon0mous with concentration 
camp to him. A well~written book, informative, 
exciting. An example o.f getting adjusted to 
different surroundings. 
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9· Friedman, Frieda, Carel From the Country Gr. 1,2,4, $2.50 
It was not until Carol Learned to make .friends with 
the neighberhoed girls and boys that she .found 
happiness in her new heme in New York. 
10. Johnson, Margaret S., Snowshoe Paws, Gr. l & 2, $2.25 
This kitten was so mischievous he was sent away .from 
home, but he came back and earned the right to stay. 
An example e.f good home behaviour. 
11. Ladd, Elizabeth, Enchanted Island, Gr. 1 & 4, $2.50 
A true picture o.f li.fe on the Maine coast and an 
uncommonly well written story o.f a lonely girl, 
who finds happy companionship and a home there. 
Adjustment to new surroundings. 
12. Sugarman, Tracy, The Boy on.Lincolnts La.:E_, Kind. -3rd Gr. 
$2.00 
A them$ o.f good citizenship and respect for public 
property that is very werthwhile. Many illustration 
13. Scholz, Jacksen, Fielder From NoWhere, Gr. 1,2,3,4, $2.75 
Action, humor, and an unusual social problem in this 
baseball stery. 
lLJ_. Weoley, Catherine, Two Hundred Pennies, Gr. 1 & 2, $2.50 
David saves 200 pennies to.help buy an electric 
train, and learns self-reliance by doing it. 
15. Weeley, Catherine, Ginnie and the New Girl, Gr~ 1 & 2,$2.5 
A perfect story for the nine to ten year olds, makes 
clear the value of sel.f sufficiency. Sound, gay 
treatment o.f real problems. 
-~----
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16. We$l9y, Catherine, Ginnie Joins In, Gr. 1.&4, $2.50 
The story e~ Ginniets summer at the lake and how 
she overcame her shyness. 
17. Wooley, Catherine, Holiday on Wheels, Gr. 4 te 6, $2.50 
A real boy and his very normal troubles are well 
worked out. Happy ~amily ~eeling, beyish 
directness and good humor. 
XI. Ox~ord University Press, 114 5th Ave., New York 
This is a series o~ common children's problems. 
l. Ardizzone, Edward, Tim to the Rescue, Kind.-1, $2.50 
A small boy's presence of mind makes him the hero 
o~ a sea adventure. 
2. Burgwyn, Mebane Holoman, Lucky Mischief, Gr. 4-6, $2.75 
A young negro boy's adjustment to a new boy in 
school, and his 4-H show victory. 
3. Burgwyn, River Treasure, Middle grades, $2.50 
This is the proble~o~ a negro orphan. 
4. Eyre, Katharine Wigmore, Spurs ~or Antonia, Gr. 4-6, $3.0 
Antonia learns thatshe deesn't have to be a boy to 
earn her spurs through courage. 
5. Liang, Yen, 1 Tommw and Dee-Dee, K & 1, $1.50 
This is the story of two little boys who are half 
a world apart: but the siwdlarities o~ their 
lives is shown. This is a book on understanding 
others. 
6. Robinson, Gertrude, Spindledhanks, Ages 10-12, $3.00 
This is a story about a boy in the early days of 
the American Revolution. He meets and conquers 
not only the enemy but his own ~ear and physical 
handiuap. 
r 
7. Sprague, Rosemary, A Kingdom to Win, Upper Grades, $3.00 
This is a story of a Viking here, w.ho discovered 
that excitement was not everything and that to 
govern ethers he must govern himself. 
8. Sigagaard, Nils All Ailimne, Elementary Grades, $1.75 
This is a problem of selfishness. 
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XII. Scott Foresman &: Co., 120 East 23rd St., N.Y .. ,lO,N.) 
This publishing concern has two definite series 
that could be placed in the category we are 
discussing. They are: 
1. A series that stresses group living, which helps children 
understand social relationships, to grow in social 
behavior. They are written by Hanna, Hoyt, Potter, Gray, 
Kobn, Quillen, Sears, and Krug. 
a. At Home $1.02 
b. At School $1.05 
c. Tem and Susan, Primer $.96 
d. Peterts Familz, Gr. 1 $.99 
e. Hello David, Gr. 2 $1.11 
f. Someda:;y Soon, Gr.2 $1.26 
2~. A series that stresses health and personal :aevelopment. 
This series is written by Gray, Bauer, Montgomery, 
Shacter, and Jenkins. This group teaches health as 
physical, mental, and social well being. It uses the 
best that is known today about children. 
a. HapPI Da:;ys with Our Friends, Gr. 1 $6.96 
b. Good Times with OUr Friends, Gr. 1 $1.02 
c. Three Friends, Gr. 2 $1.11 
d. Five in the Familz, Gr.3 $1.17 
e. The Girl Next Deor, G:r-~ 4 $1.29 
I 
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f'. You, Gr. 5 $1.41 
g. You and Others, Gr. 6 $1.47 
h. You're Growing UJ2, Gr. 7 $1.5" 
I. 
-
LIBRARY BOOKS 
Introduction.-- This is a group ef miscellaneous single 
boeks thatmight be of value to a. teacher, when she is ordering 
library books. The books are listed according te the 
alphabetical listing of the author's name. 
1. Acker, School Train, Abelard, middle and upper grades$2.00 
This story is pertaining to the adjustment to a 
new community. It is a story about some trapper's 
children in Canada. 
2. Agnew, Sandy and Mr. Jalopy, Friendship, elementary, $1.75 
The problem of unsettled lives, migratory workers' 
families. 
3. Agnew, Gray Eye's Family, Friendship, middle Gr. $2.00 
Different background, Navaho Indians. 
4. Averill, Jenny's Adopted Brothers, Harper, middle, $1.50 
This is pertaining to a problem of character and 
persamality adjustment; in this case, jealousy. 
5. Allee, The Reuse, Houghton, upper and junior high, $2.75 
Several nationalities - people who have a problem 
of being different. 
6. Austin, Stephen F. Wilderness Pioneer, Follett, GI". 8-12 
$).60 
This is a vivid story of a selfless and untiring 
patriot and of a stirring and hei"oic life. Could 
be used for ages 10 and up. · 
7. Berquist, Spreckles Goes to School, Abingdon, middle,$2.50 
This is pertaining to adjustment in a new school. 
8. Baker, Necessary Nellie, Goward, Middle Gr., $2.75 
This is a story about children from other 
countries, mainly Mexican. It is written to give 
childi"en a better understanding ef people in other 
countries. 
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9. Bulla, Johnny Hong of Chinatown, Crewell, Middle Gr.,$3.00 
This story is about a Chinese bey, and is helpful 
in creating an understanding of people in other 
countries. 
10. Bunce, Here Comes the School Train, Dutton, middle, $2.00 
School comes to the Canadian North.- A story 
pertaining to unsettled living and economic 
insecurity. 
11. Beim, Triumph Clear, Harcourt, Upper and Jr. high, $2.50 
The problem of being paralyzed. 
12. Beim, Just Plain Maggie, Harcourt, Middle Gr. $2.50 
This is a stery of a child, Who is less 
sophisticated than his companions. 
13. Beim, Recky 1 s Read, Harcourt, up~er & Junior High, $2o75 
The problem of a bey, who failed to make the 
seventh grade twam. 
14. Bialk, Taffy's Foal, Houghton, middle gr., $3.00 
This is a story about the adjustment to a new 
environment. 
15. Bothwell, Peter Holt, P.K., Harcourt, middle & upper,$2.50 
The story of an adjustment to a new environment. 
16. Beim, Two is a Team, Harcourt, elementary Gr., $2.50 
The negro problem 
17. Be~, Carol's Side of the Street, Harcourt, elementary gr 
middle, $2.-50 
This is a story pertaining to the problem of a 
Jewish boy. 
18. Burnett, Secret Gardea, Lippincott, $3.00, upper & middle 
The problem of being crippled. 
--- --- -------- -----
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19. Beim, Taming of Toby, Morrow, elementary & middle, $2.00 
The Problemof self-control. 
20. Byrd, Loneliest Chicken, Macmillan, elementary, $1.00 
The problem of loneliness. 
21. Benedict, In Henryts Backyard, Schuman, upper gr., $2.00 
The problem of a foreign background; in this 
case, several nationalities. 
22. Bisho!', Blue Spring Farm,_ Viking, upper gr., $2.00 
This book deals with the problem ef a little 
French beyts foreign background. 
23. Blanton, Trouble on Old Smoky , Whittlesey, upper, $2.50 
This presents the problem of a father, who is 
unsympathetic to a boy's struggle fer education. 
24. Bialk, Jill's Victory, \IJ1Grld, upper gr., $2.50 
25. 
26. 
This deals with the adjustment to a new 
environment. 
Carroll, Bounce and the Bunnies, Harcourt, elementary gr. 
. $2.75 
This book deals with the problem of appearance, 
in this case, oversize. 
Gatling, Chocolate Touch, Morrow, elementary & middle gr. 
$2.,50 
The problem of greediness. 
27. Clymer, Trolley Gar Family, McKay, middle gr., $2.,50 
The story of a peculiar family, unsettled living 
28.. Clark, In My Motherts House, Viking, elementary, $2 • .50 
This deals with the problem of a Pueblo Indian's 
different background. 
29. Dudley, Linda Goes.to the Hospital, Goward, primary and 
middle gr., $12.00 
The problem in this book !s that of a physical 
handicap. In this case, it is a story .about a 
child who has appendicitis. 
30. De Angeli, Door in the Wall, upper & junior hi~h, $2.50 
Doubleda:y 
This is about the problem of physical handicaps, 
in this case a crippled child. 
31. Davis, Stand Fast and Reply, Doubleday, upper & junior high, $2.50 
This is a story about family retrenchment. 
32. D'Aulaire, Nils, Doubleday, elementary, $2.75 
This is the problem ef a different background:; 
in this case, Scandinavian. 
33. De Angeli, Yonie Wondernose, Doubleday, elementary, $2.75 
This is also a problem of one who has a different 
background, -- Pennsylvania Dutch. 
34. De Angeli, Bright April, Doubleday, middle gr., $2l75 
This is a story of the negro problem. 
35. Daringer, Adopted Jane, Harcourt, middle gr., $2.50 
The problem of an adopted child., 
36. Dickson, Bennett High, Longmans, upper gr., $2.75 
The story of a school on the ttwrong side of 
the tr~cksn. 
37. Edwards, Party for Suzanne, Abingdon, middle gr., $2.50 
Problem of different backgrounds. In this ·case, 
French-Canadian. 
38.. Eager, Red Head, Houghton, elementary, $1.25 
The problem of having·different coloring. 
39• Estes, The Moffats, Harcourt, middle, $2e75 
The story of a well adjusted, fatherless home. 
_.--:·---
40. Emblem, Palomino Boy~ Viking, middle gr., $2.00 
This deals with the broken home of a Mexican 
orphan. 
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Felsen, Bertie Comes Through, Dutton, upper & middle gr. 
$2.75 
This book comes under the problem of appearance, 
:fatJ.ess, in this case. 
42. Flack, New Pet, Doubleday, primary gr., $1.75 
This book helps When a new baby comes. 
43. Flood, Point After, Houghton, upper & jr. high, $2.25 
The problem of being undersized. 
44• Fiedler, Big Brother Danny, Holiday, elementary, $1.75 
The problem of a new baby. 
45· Flood, Fighting Southpaw. Houghten, middle & upper gr., $2.50 
The problem of music students being considered 
sissies. 
46. Falk, Elsa, Fog Island, Follett, ages 10-14, $2.75 
This is a story of the adventures of a Ohumash 
Indian boy, Whose people lived on one of the 
Santa Barbara Channel islands four hundred years 
ago. Although he was called the nweak One", he 
overcame this; and above all, he learned how to 
make a friend of an enemy. · It is a story of 
c0urage and inspiration. 
47. Field, Hepatica Hawks, Macmillan, upper gr., $3.00 
The problem of personal appearance. Oversize. 
48. Garst, Rusty at Ram's Horn Ranch, Abingdon, middle, $2.50 
The story of an unwanted boy. 
49· Garst, Wish on an Apple, Abingdon, middle gr., $2.00 
This is about a migratery worker's family. 
50. Glenn, Dumblebum, Macrae, elementary, $2.00 
The problem of loneliness 
51. Gates, My Brother Mike, Viking, middle g:r;>., $2.50 
This is a problem of a court ward and a broken 
home. 
52. Enright, The Saturdays, Rine~~t, middle gr., $2.50 
The preblem created by a motherless home. 
This is out of alphabetical order, but I 
felt it would answer a problem that might 
arise with the preceding one. 
53. .Hogner, Bold;z:, Abelard Press, primary gr., $2.00 
This is a book that covers the problem of 
timidity. It is a picture book, and has 
easy reading. 
54 •. Harris, ( Big Lonely Dog, Houghton, elementary, $1.29 
The problem of being over-sized. 
55. Haywood, Here's a Penny, Harcourt, middle gr., $2.?5 
The sto~ o£ an adopted boy. 
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50. Haywood, Penney and Peter, Harcourt, middle gr., $2.95 
The story of adopted boys. 
57. Raywood, Primrose Day, Harcourt, middle gr.l)l $2.95 
The story af an orphan with an aunt. 
58. Hayes, Joe-Pole, Heughton, upper gr., $2.50 
Thisis the story of a DP's adjustment 
·to school. 
59. Hayes, ~' Houghton; upper grades, $2.50 
This story is about the adjustment of a southern 
negro to a northern school. 
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60. Hayes, Ghee and His Pony, Houghton, upper gr., $2.50 
This is about the problem of the Navahoe Indian. 
61. Hunt, Ladycake Farm, Lippincott, upper gr., $2.25 
The ~roblem of being different, negro. 
62. Jones, Peggy's Wish, Abingdon, middle gr., $2.00 
This is connected with the problem of a broken 
home. It tells about an orphan. 
Johnsen, Vicki, a Guide Dog, .Har eourt, upper & middle gr $2.25 
The problem of blindness. 
64. Jackson, Call Me Charley, Harper, $2.00, upper gr. 
The problem of a negro 
65. Judson, Clara Ingram,(the biographies of} Follett, 
ages 8 and up, grades 5 and up, library bound, 
$3.60 each. 
Biographies: 
Abraham Lincoln 
George Washington 
Thomas Jefferson 
Andrew Jackson 
Theodore Roosevelt 
66. Jackson, Caary, Three Together, Follett, grades 8-12, 
ages 10 and up, $3.16 Net. 
68. 
This is the story of the Wright brothers and 
their sister, It is an example of persistency 
and family loyalty. 
Jackson, Sharty Makes First Team , Wilcox, upper gr. $2.50 
This deals with the problem of excessive 
aggressive tendencies. 
Knight, Brave Companion, Doubleday, upper and junior hig 
$2.25 
This book is about the problem of blindness. 
Lampman, Elaer Brether , Doubleday, upper & junior high 
$2 .. 50 
This is a story about the Chinese problem 
70. Lyens, Dark Sunshine, Harcourt, upper & junior high,$2 .. 50 
The problem of paralysis. 
71. Lawrence, Homemade Year, Harcourt, middle gr., $2.50 
Situations that arise when visiting relatives. 
72. Lawrence, Peachtree Island, Harcourt, middle gr., $2.50 
This is the sto~ of an orphan with a bachelor uno 
73. Lawrence, Tallie, Harcourt, middle gr., $2.50 
The story of an orphan "on trial't. 
Lawrence, Sana in Her Shoes, Harcourt, middle and upper 
grades, $2 .:So 
This is a story about an adjustment to a new 
environment. 
75. Lothrop, M Mother is the Most Beautiful Woman in the 
World, Lothrop, elementary grades, 
The problem of plainness. 
76. Lenski, Boomtown Bey, Lippincott, middle gr., $3.00 
The problem of adjustment to sudden wealth. 
77. Lenski, Cotton in MY Sack, Lippincott, middle gr., $3.00 
The story of a sharecropper's family. 
78. Lenski, Judy 1 s Journey, Lippincott, $3.00 
The problem that faces migratory workers 
79. Lenski, Mama Hattiets Girl, Lippincott, middle gr. $3.00 
This wroblem is about the difficult adjustment 
of a negro child to life in a northern city. 
8o. 
81. 
Lenski, 
Lenski, 
Peanuts for Billy Ben, Lippincott, elementary gr. 
$2.00 
This story is about the problems that arise .for a 
share erepperts .family, the problem of being 
di.fferent, and having ecanomie inseeurity. 
Blue Ridge Billy, Lippincott, Ddddle gr., $3.00 
.This problem is pertaining to a "foreign" 
background; in this case, Scotch-Irish and 
English pioneers. · 
82. Lewiton, Divided Heart, McKay, upper grades, $2.75 
The problem o.f divorce 
83. Laird, Lombardy Children, World, upper grades, $2.50 
This deals with the problem of a broken home, 
and the combining of two families. 
Leaf, Boo, Who Used to be Scared of the Bark, Random 
elementary grades, ~1.50 
The problem o.f Timidity. 
Murphy, Ready - Made Family, Crowell, middle and upper 
grades, $2.50 
Orphans- "Keeping a family togethern in a foster 
home is the subject of this story. 
86. MacDonald, Little Frightened Tiger, Doubleday, pr~ary 
grades, ,2 .. 50 
This story is about timddity- tteveryone fears 
something". 
87. Marshall, Long White Month, Dutton, middle grades, $3.00 
This is a story about the problems of adjusting 
to country environment. 
88. McSwigan, Five on a Merry-Go-Round, Dutton, middle gr. 
$2.75 
This is a story about the problem of adjustment 
to a new environment; in this case, moving South. 
89. Montgomery, Anne of Green Gables, Grossett, $1.25 
The problem of being an orphan. 
90. Mason1 Gray-Nosed Kitten, Houghton, middle gr., $2.00 
This is a story of an adjustment to a new 
environment. 
91. Means, Assorted Sisters, Houghton, upper grades, $2.75 
Several nationalities 
92. McGinley, Plain Princess, Lippincott, middle gr., $2.00 
The problem of being plain. 
93· Montgomery, Bonnie's Baby Brother and How He Grew , 
Lippincott, $2.00, elementary grades 
This is about the problem of having a new baby 
in the house. 
94· Moore, Lucky Orphan, Scribner, middle gr., $2.00 
This presents the problem of the rejected child. 
95. Machetanz, Rick of High Ridge, Scribner, middle gr,,$2.50 
This presents the adjustment to unsettled living; 
in this case, to Alaska's Matanuska Valley. 
96. McKean, David's Bad Day, Vanguard, elementary, $2.00 
This book deals with the problem of having a new ba y 
in the family. 
97. McKean, It 1 s Mine, Nanguard, elementary, $2.00 
The problem of selfishness. 
McConnell - Hugley, Around the Home, Rand McNally, P.o. 
B0X 7600, Chicago, Ill., 3rd gr., $2.52 
This story teaches that communities, like people, 
are interdependent. 
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Moore and Cooke, Working and, Playing, Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 597 5th Ave., N.Y., 17, N.Y., Grade 1, $1.80 
This is the story of today's children at home and 
in school. Each story serves as a guide to social 
grewth through effective daily living, helping the 
teacher to develop the important sense of 
belonging, of community life, of happy family 
relationships, of security within the child's scop 
100. Neilsen, Look to the New Moon, Abelard, upper and junior 
high or a~anced sixth grader, $2.50 
This book stresses the fact that we should 
maintain standards higher than our companions 
if they are not high enough. 
101. Newberry, Icecream for Two, Harper, middle gr., $2.50 
T.his is about a small boyts adjustment to 
apartment living. 
102. Paradis, Timmy and the Tiger, Harper, middle gr., $2.50 
The problem of timidity. 
103. Phillips, Name for Obed, Houghton, middle gr., $2.00 
10.5. 
The problem of a queer name. 
O'Connell, Pamela and the Blue Mare, Little, upper and 
junior high, $2. 1> 
This is a problem of overcoming fear. 
Porter, Footprints on the Sand, Macmillan, upper 
The problem of an orphan 
106. Politi, Juanita, Scribner, elementary, $2.00 
The problem of a fo:eeign background; in this 
case, Mexican. 
107. Ronnei, Tim and His Hearing Aid, Dodd, middle gr. $1. 7.5 
This book is about the problem of deafness. 
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108. Steele, Wilderness Journey, Haraourt, upper & Jr., $2.50 
This book stresses the faat that size is not 
109. Sever, 
110. Scott, 
111. Scott, 
important. , 
Johnny Goes to the Hospital, Houghton, elenmntary 
$2.00 
This is a story of a three year old's 
experienaes in a Children's Hospital. 
Judy's Baby, Haraourt, elementary & middle 
grades, ¥1.75. 
Silly Billy, Harcourt, elementary gr., $2.00 
Craving affection 
112. Sawyer, Maggie Rose: Her Birthday Christmas, Harper, , 
middle and_ upper grades, ~p2.00 
llJ. 
A childts attempt to rise above environment 
Sullivan, Peggy, The 0 1 Connells, Ages 10-14, Follett, 
$2.75 list, $3.00 library 
This is an appealing story of a family that 
work together to overcome odds.. ··It is an 
excellent exwnple of warm family living. 
114. Spies, Victor, Sun Dance, Follett, Ages 8-11, $2.50 
This is a story of a boy, whose people lived 
long ago in the southwest part of our country. 
It emphasizes the importance of making the right 
decision, even though it means personal sacrifice 
115. Sperry, Call it Courage, Macmillan, upper gr., $2.75 
The problem of fear 
116. Shane & Shane, New Baby, Simon, elementary, $0.68 
117. 
.This presents the problem of a new baby in 
the house .. 
117.: Sawyer, Old Con and Patrick, Viking, middle gr., $2.00 
This book deals with the adjustment to living, 
Wien you are paralyzed. 
118. Seredy, Chestry Oak, Viking, upper gr., $2.50 
A hungarian war orphan's broken home is the 
problem in this story. 
119. Silliman, Daredevil, Winston, upper gr., $2.50 
This deals with the problem of conceit. 
120. Treffinger, Li LunS Lad of Courage, Abingdon, middle 
grades, $2. 0 
It handles the problem of cowardice. 
121. Tunis, All American, Harcourt, upper gr., $2.95 
The negro problem 
122. Tunis, Keystone Kids, Harcourt, upper gr., $2.75 
The Jewish problem 
1 
123. Trella, Lamson Dick, Tornadots Big Year, Follett, 
Ages 10 - 14, $2.95 list, $3.16 library 
This illustrates the use of good courage 
and sense in an emergency. 
Thompsen, Steadfast'-Heart, Longmans, upper & junior 
high grades,. $2.75 
The problem of being a court ward. 
125. Tunis, Highpoekets, Morrow, upper grades, $2.50 
The problem of conceit 
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126. Townsend, White Tailed Deer, Whitlesey, upper gr., $2.50 
This deals with the problem of a boy, Whose 
life's aim is different from that of his 
family's. 
127. Urmston, New Boy, Doubleday, middle and upper gr.,$2.25 
This story is pertaining to the adjustment 
to a new school. 
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Introducti@n to character index.-- The following is a 
listing of books compiled by Clara J. Karcher, included with 
her permission. It integrates many of the books found in the 
preceding bibliography into a character index, to form a 
further aid to teaching character education. 
Format.-- The listing is done according to the method 
used by Miss Karcher. The character problems are listed 
according to alphabet. 
The grade, is indicated by: 
l. ttp ... Primary, Grade 1-3 
2. L - Lewer, Grades 3-5 1§/ 
M - Middle, Grades 5 tt 3· -7 
~Clara J. Karcher, Character Formation Through Books, 
The Catholic University of America Press, Washington 17, 
D.C., 1952. . . 
-----·- -· ---
.; I 
CHARACTER INDEX 
Adaptabili t:y. --
Beim. Blue Jeans. L 
Brann. Lupe Goes to School L 
Adoption.--
Wasson. Chosen Baby. P 
Haywood. 
Haywood. 
Herets a Penny. 
Penny and Peter. 
L 
L 
Enrigh.t. Then There Were Five. M 
Gates. Sensible Kate. M 
Me&loy. Deckyts Secret. M 
Murphy. Nickel for Alice. M 
Animals, Kindness to.--
Anderson. Billy and Blaze. P 
Hogan. Twin Kids. P 
Slobodkin. Friendly Animals. P 
Bialk. Horse Called Pete. L 
Eyre. Lottie 1 s Valentine. L 
Hader. Little Appaloosa. L 
Scott. Rip and Royal. L 
Stevenson. Abe Lincoln. L 
Wooley. Schoolroom Zoo. L 
Bialk. 
Lawson .. 
Moore. 
Woody .. 
Wild Horse Island. 
Rabbit Hill. M 
Billy ~Between. M 
Starlight. M 
Appreciation of Others.--
Fish. Little Red Hen. P 
M 
r 
I 
i 
'I II 
II 
li 
'I 
Gag Gone is Gene. P 
Gramatky. Little To9t. P 
Henry. Little Fellow. P 
Haywood. Betsy and the Beys. L 
Wooley. Schoolroom Zoo. L 
Canfield. Understood Betsy. M 
Coatsworth. Heusebeat Summer. M 
Eyrw. Susan's Safe Harbor. M 
Ga~s. North Ferk. M 
Neilson. Bruce Bensen. M 
Orton. Knights of the Snewstorm. M 
Otis. Toby Tyler. M 
Atonement.--
Beim. Two is a Team. P 
Haywood. Betsy and the Boys. L 
Baby.--
Bryant. Pedie and the Twins. P 
Gay. Bonney's Wish. P 
Newberry. Judy' s Baby. P 
Dalgeish. Yeung Aunts. L 
Hunt. Little Girl With Seven Names. L 
Scott. Judyts Baby. L 
Stanger. Brand New Baby. L 
Bravery.--
Austin. Barney's Adventure P 
Brown. Night and Day P 
Bryan. FriendlyrriLi ttle J®nathan. P 
Daugherty. Andy and the Lion. P 
D1Aulaire. Nils. P. 
Dennis. Fli~ and the Cows. P. 
Gramatky,. Little T(!)ot. P 
Howell. Who Likes the Dark? P 
Leaf'. Boo. P 
Lent. Straight D&wn. P 
Bannon. Billy and the Bear L 
Batchelor. Cap for Mul Chand. L 
Bedier. Thomas the Good Thief'. L 
Beim. Blue Jeans. L 
Bialk. Horse Called Peter. L 
Brennan. Man Who Dared a King. L 
Caudill. Happy Little Family. L 
D'Aulaire. George Washington. L 
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II 
De Angeli. Petite Suzanne. L 
Eberle. Visiting Jimpsens. L 
Hathaway. T'i'ro Bridgets. L 
Hayweod. Back te Seh~el With Betsy._ L 
Lawsen. They Were Strong and Good. L 
MoJasell. Bey 41>f Old Virginia. L 
Urmsten. Mystery ef the Five Bright Keys. L 
Wagemer.. Jane Addams. L 
Wilder. Little House mn the Big Weeds. L 
Wilsen. About Ricee. L 
W®eley. Gi:tmie and Geneva. L 
Bar::raes. Wender.ful Year.. M 
Buck. Big Wave. M 
Campbell. Bartletts of Bex B Ranch. M 
Ceurlil.es. Bey Named John. M 
Eames. Herse te Remember. M 
Edmonds. Matchleck Gun. M 
Eyre. Swurs fer Antonia. M 
Eyre Star in the Willews. M 
Friedman. Det for Short. M 
Gates. Blue Willew. M 
Holgerg. Wonderful Voyage. M 
KUhn. Quest of Don Bosco M 
Molloy. Coastguard to Greenland. M 
Orten. .Knights ®f the Snowstorm. M 
Renick. Swill!lming Fever. M 
Sperry. Call it Courage. 1VI 
T:eef'.finger. Li Lun. M 
Van Steekum. Francie Gln the Run. M 
W®edy. Starlight. M 
Bretkers.--
Hayweed. Here's a Penny. L 
Van Steekum. Francie on the Run. M 
Brethers - Sisters 
De Angeli. Ted and NinarrHave a Ha~py Rainy Day. P 
Sewell. Belil'lda the Meuse. P 
Bamne::ra. Big Brother. L 
DeAngeli. Up the Hill L 
Eberle. Visitimg Jimpsoms. L 
HaywrsH!d. Two and Two BIII.'e Four. L 
Geatswerth. Houseboat Summer. ~ 
Ooatswerth. Thief Island. M 
Cote. Rabbit Ge Lucky. 1VI 
It- -- . 
il 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Eames. He>rse te Remember. M 
Enright. Saturdays. M 
Enright. Then There Were Five. M 
Helberg. W<t>nderf'ul. Veya.ge. M 
Meore. Billy Between. M 
Simon. Bright 1\IIerning. M 
Van Stockum. Cetta.ge at Bantry Bay. M 
White. Four Y0ung Kendalls. M 
Cheerfullness.--
Garrett. Arlge 1®, the Naughty One. P 
Kee~er. Teday with Dede. P 
Lenski. Davyts Day. P 
Lindman. Flicka, Ricke., Dicka,_and the New Detted Dress.P 
Rankin. Gentling ef Jenatha.n. M 
@@fi§ideration ef' Others .*it-
Bryant. Follow the Leader. P 
DtAulaire. Nils. P 
Evers. Cheeky Chipmunk. P 
Flack. Wait for Willirum. P 
Sewell. Belinda, the Mouse. P 
Dobbs. Discontented Village. D 
Estes. Hundred Dresses. L 
Hunt. Deuble Birthday Present. L 
Hunt. Little Girl with. Seven Names. L 
Leaf. Fair Play. L 
.Sayers. Tag-along Teolo0. L 
Schwed. Wacky, the Small Boy. L 
Scott. Sue Ann's Busy Day. L 
Wagener. Jane Addams. L 
Wooley. Ginnie and Geneva. L 
Weoley. Schoelreem Zeo L 
Beim. Alice's Family. M 
Breck. Heedless Susan. M 
Friedman. Carel frem the Country. M 
Lang. Prince Prigie. M 
Martin. Knuckles Dewn. M 
Cententment.--
Becker. Nine Hun~ed Buckets of Paint. P 
Bryan. Pitots House. P 
DtAulaire. Don't Count Your Chicks. P 
DeAngeli. Ted and Nina Have aTIHappy Rainy Day. P 
Evers. All About Copy Kitten. P 
Gag. Gone is Gone. P 
Hogner. Dai sy. P 
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Surprise f®r Mether. P 
Flieka, Ricka, Dicka, and the 
Herse Who Lived Upstairs. P 
Charley the H@rse. P 
Lenski. 
Lindman. 
McGinley. 
Palazzo. 
P0tter. 
Swift. 
Little Red Ferry Beat. P 
Little Red Light House. P 
L 
Girl Next Door. 
I Dobbs. Discontented Village. 
I McGinley. Most Wonderful D®ll in the Werld L 
I, Cote. Rabbit-Go-Lucky. M 
11 Kuhn. Queen's Cemmand. M 
ll II 
ll 
l 
I 
I 
Goo12erat ion.--
Beim. Two is a Team. P 
Burton. Katy and the Big Snow. P 
Lefevre. Geek, the Mouse, and the Little Red Hen. P 
Lenski. Surprise fer Mother P 
Lindman. Flicka, Ricka, Dicka, and Their New Friends. 
Lindman. Snipp, Snapp, Snurr, and the Red Shees. P 
Nelson. Randolph, the Bear Who Said No P 
1 Leaf. Fair Play. L 
Ma:rmnen. Buttons G® Walking. 
Se~tt. Judy's Baby. L 
L 
I 
I 
I 
I 
il 
Beim. Alice's Family. M 
Bialk. Wild Horse Island. M 
C®atsworth. Tijief Island. M 
Enright. Saturday's Snowst®rm. M 
Ort@n. Knights of the Snewst@rm. J 
Death, acceptance of.--
Walsh. Mullinger Heifer. L 
Buck. Big Wave. M 
Detachment.--
DeAngeli. Yonie Wondernose. L 
Barnes • Wonderful Year. M 
Discipline.--
Edmonds. Matchl@ck Gun. M 
Wo0dy. Starlight. M 
lM.tbett4€Z.n. -··· 
Keeler. Teday with Dede. P 
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p 
p 
Keeler. Today with Tommy. P 
Lenski. Davy's Day. P 
Family.--
Dalgliesh. Yeung Aunts. L 
De Angeli. Up the Hill L 
Hathaway. Twa Bridgets. L 
Hunt. Little Girl eith Seven Names. L 
Lattimore. Sterm on the Island. L 
Lawsen. They Were Strong and Geod. L 
Mammen. Buttens Go Walking. L 
Wilder. Little House in a Big Woods. L 
Beim. Alieets Family. M 
Balk. Wild H0rse Island. M 
Brink. Caddie Weedlaw.n. M 
Campbell. Bartletts of Box B Ranch. M 
Enright. Then There Were Five. M 
Friedman. Dot for Shert. M 
Hager. CanvascCastle. M 
Jewett. Mystery at Boulder Point. M 
Moore. Billy Between. M 
Orton. Nknights of the Snowstorm. M 
Seredy. Good llfaster. M 
Stone. Inga·of Porcupine Mine. M 
Van Stoc~. Cottage at Bantry Bay. M 
Father.--
Steiner. Daddy Cemes Home. P 
Agle. Three Beys and a Lighth0use. L 
Bannon. Gregorie and the Wh.ite Llama. L 
Celledi. Adventures of Pinoechio. L 
De Angeli. Up the Hill. L 
De Angeli. Yenie Wondern0se. L 
Wagoner. Jane Addams. L 
Wilder. Little House in the Big Weeds. L 
Barnes. Wemderful Year • M 
Brink. Caddie Weedlasm. M 
Ceatswerth. Thier Island. M 
Enright. Saturdays. M 
Enright. Then There Were Five. M 
Eyre. Spurs fer Antonia M 
Hager. Canvas Castle. M 
Lochlons. Three-and-Two Pitcher~ M 
Marshall.. House for Elizabeth. M 
Molloy. Coastguard to Greenland. M 
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Molloy. Dec~'snSecret. M 
Moore. Billy Between. M 
Neilson. Bruce Benson.- M 
Seredy. Good Master. M 
Stone. Inga o.f Porcupine Mine • M 
Forbearance.--
Eyre. Lottie's Valentine. L 
De Angeli. Bright April. M 
Windeatt. Lad o.f Lima. M 
Friendliness.--
Bryan. Friendly Little Jonathan. 
Holt. Lance and Cowboy Bill. P 
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Lindman. Flicka, Ricka, Dicka, and the Girl Next Door I 
Lindman. Flicka, Ricka, Dicka, and the New Dotted Dresl 
D'Aulaire. Benjamin Franklin. E 
Hawkins. Too Many Dogs. L 
Haywood. nBu is .for Betsy. L 
Haywood. Two and Two are Four L 
Lattimore. Bayou Bot. L 
Torrey. Penny. L 
Urmston. Mystery o.f the Five Bright Keys. L 
Wooley. Ginnie and Geneva. L 
Barnes. Wonder.ful Year. M 
Bialk. Wild Horse Island. M 
Brock. Heedless Susan. M 
Campbell. Bartletts of Box B Ranch. M 
Enright. Then There Were Five. M 
Eyre. Star in the Willows. ~M 
Wyre. Susan's Sa.fe Harbor. 1\'l 
Friedman. Carol .fro mthe Country. M 
Friedman. Sundae with Judy.. M 
Gates. Blue Willow. M 
Gates. Sensible Kate M 
Gates. Trouble for Jerry. M 
Jewett. Myxtery at Boulder Point. M 
Marshall. House for Elizabeth. M 
Molloy. Decky 1 s Secret. M 
Musgrave. Mary Lizzie. M 
Generosity.--
Beim. Smallest Boy in ths Class. P 
Fish. Little Red Hen. P 
Flack. Ask Mr. Bear. P 
1 
Henry • Geraldine Be linda. P 55 
Holt. Lance and Cowboy Billy. P 
Lenski. Surprise for Mother. P 
Lindman. Flicka, Ricka, Dicka, and the Strawberries. P 
Lindman. Snipp, Snapp, Snurr, and the Big Surprise. P 
Lindman. Snipp, Snapp, Snurr, and the Red Shoes. P 
Monsell. Paddyts Christmas. P 
Blanton. Three Miracles. L 
Bonner • Some thing Always Happens. L 
Bourgeois. Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Grower. L 
Credle. Down, Dow.n the Mountain. L 
Davis. Wild Birthday Cake. L 
De Vries. Princess Who Grew. L 
Debbs. No Room. L 
Hawkins. Too Many Dogs. L 
Haywood. nB'' is for Betsy. L 
Haywood. Back to School with Betsy. L 
Haywood. Betsy and the Boys. L 
Hayweod. Penny and Peter. B 
~ Hill. Down-Along Apple Market Street. L 
Holberg. Wee Brigmt D1 Toole L 
Mansell. Boy of old Virginia. L 
Orton. Grandmotherts Cookie Jar. L 
Stevenson. Abe Lincoln. L 
Wilder. Little House in the Big Woods. L 
Campbell. Bartletts of Box B Ranch. M 
Cote. Rabbit Go Lucky. M 
Friedman. Dot for Short. M 
Friedman. Sundae with Judi£. M 
Gates. Blue Willow. M 
Gates. Trouble for Jerry. M 
Hager • Can vas Cas tle • M 
Henry. Sea Star. M 
Jewett. Mystery at Boulder Point. M 
Murphy. Nickel for Alice. M 
Rankin. Gentling of Jonathan. M 
Stone. Inga of Porcupine Mine. M 
Van Stockum. Cottage at Bantry Bay. M 
Windeatt. Lad of Lima. M 
Woody. Starlight. II/I 
Goodness.--
DtAulaire. Lordts Prayer. P 
Lawson. They were Strong and Good. L 
Grandfather.--
Hunt. 
Henry. 
Martin. 
Sawyer. 
Double Birthday Present. 
Sea Star.. M 
Knuckles Down 1 fvl 
Old Con and Patrick. 
Grandmother.--
L 
M 
Bonner. Something Always Happens. L 
Hathaway. Two Bridgets. L 
Orton. Gramdmother's Cookie Jar. L 
Walsh. Mullinger Heifer. L 
Bialk. 
Brock. 
Henry. 
Taffy's Foal. M 
Heedless Susan. ll'I 
Sea Star. M 
Gratitude.--
Daugherty. Andy and the Lion. P 
DtAulaire. Lord's Prayer. P 
Hogan. Twin Kids. P 
Lindman. Flicka, Ricka, Dicka, and the Strawberries. P 
De Vries. 
Holberg. 
Princess Who Grew. 
Wee Bright OtToole. 
Eyre. Star in the Willows. M 
Grwcrlng up.--
Henry. Little Fellow. P 
L 
L 
Bannon. Gregorio and the 'Vhite Llama. L 
Caudill. Happy Little Family. L 
De Angeli. Yonie Won.dernose. L 
Hawkins. Too Many ·Dogs. L 
Lattimore. Storm on the Island. L 
McGinley. Most Wonderful Doll in the World. L 
Wooley. David 1 s Railroad. L 
Barnes. Wonderful Yean lVI 
Bialk. Taffy's foal. M 
Bialk. ~fild Horse Island. M 
Brink. Caddie Woodlawn. M 
Eyre. Spurs for Antonia. M 
Henry. Sea Star. M 
Holberg. Wonderful Voyage. M 
Hunt. Sibby Brotherbox. M 
Moore. Bolly Between. M 
Handicaps.--
Beim. 
Bialk. 
Ronnie. 
Smallest Boy in the Class. 
Horse Called Pete. L 
Tim and His Hearing Aid. 
Wagoner. Jane Addams. L 
De Angeli. Door in the Wall. M 
Hatch. Bri:B.le-Wise. M 
Jewett. Mystery at Boulder Point. 
Rankin. Gentling of Jonathan. M 
Sawyer. Old Con and Patrick. M 
Happiness.--
Oorcos. Stuck-up Prince. P 
De Vries. Princess Who Grew. L 
Dohbs. Discontented Village. L 
McGinley. Plain Princess. L 
Mammen. Buttons Go Walking. L 
Torrey. Penny. L 
Wagoner. Jane Addams. L 
p 
L 
M 
Wilder. Little House in the Big Woods. L 
Canfield. Understood Betsy. M 
Friedman. Carol from the Countn. M 
Gates. Sensible Kate. M 
Spyri. Heidi. M 
Helpfulness.--
p 
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Beim. Benjamin Busybody. P 
Burton. Katy and the Big Snow. 
Keeler. Today with Dede. P 
Keeler. T0day with Tommy. P 
Lindman. Flicka, Ricka, Dicka, 
McGinley. Blunderbus. P 
Newberry. Cousin Toby. P 
and the New Dotted Dr~i:f~S 
p 
Steiner. Daddy Comes Home. P 
De Angeli. Petite Suzanne. L 
Orton. Mystery Up the Chimney. L 
Scott. Judy's Baby. L 
Scott, Sue Ann's Busy Day. L 
Urmston. Mystery of the Five Bright Keys. L 
Ehrm~b~reTheineT.iifefl~ ·Were Five. M 
Eyre. Spurs-for Antonia. M 
= 
= 
Eyre. Susan's Safe Harbor. M 
Gates. Sensible Kate. M 
Molloy. Decky's Secret. M 
Tope. Whoa, Ginger! M 
Home.--
Barrett. Twinkle, The Baby Colt. P 
Brown. Runaway Bunny. P 
De Angeli. Ted and Nina Have a Happy Rainy Day. P 
Hogan. Nicodemus Runs Away. P 
Lenski. Surprise for Mother. P 
Bonner. Something Always Happens. L 
De Angeli. Petitw Suzzanne. L 
Lattimore. Little Pear. L 
Wilder. tittle House in the Big Woods. L 
Beim. Alice's Family. M 
Brink. Caddie Woodlawn. · M 
Enright. Saturdays. M 
Enright. Then There Were Five. M 
Eyre. Lottie's Valentine. M 
Friedman. Sundae with Judy. M 
Gated. Blue Willow. M 
Gates. Sensible Kate. M 
Hager. Canvas Castle. M 
Marshall•. House for Elizabeth. M 
Murphy. Nickel for Alice. M 
Otis. Toby Tyler. M 
Simon. Bright Morning. M 
Van Stockum. Francie on the Run. M 
Honesty.--
Hogan. Nappy Wanted a Dog. P 
L6af. How to Behave and Why. P 
" 
Lindman. Flicka, Ricka, Dicka, and a Little Dog. 
Well. Jacoble Tells the Truth. P 
Bedier. Thomas the Good Thief. L 
Collodi. Adventures of Finocchio. L 
D'Aulaire. Benjamin Franklin. L 
D1Aulaire. George Washington. L 
Haywood. Two and Two are Four. L 
Potter. Mamie. L 
Stevenson. Abe Lincoln. L 
Van Riper. Lou Gehrig. L 
Walsh. Mullinger Heifer. L 
bl 
D'Aulaire. Don't Count Your Chicks. P 
Hogan. Nappy Wanted a Dog. P 
Mother.--
Flack. 
Lenski. 
Lindman. 
Lindman. 
Reyher. 
Ask Mr. Bear. P 
Surprise for Mother. 
Snipp, Snapp, Snurr, 
Snipp, Snapp, Snurr, 
My Mother is the Most 
World. P 
De Angeli. Up the Hill L 
Scgtt. Judy's Baby. L 
Scott. Sue Ann's Busy Day. L 
Barnes. Wonderful Year. M 
p 
and the Big Surprise • 
and the Red Shoes. P 
Beautiful Woman in the 
Hager. Canvas Castke. M 
Marshall. House for Elizabeth. M 
Stone. Inga of Porcupine Mine. M 
Van Stocku.m. Cottage at· Bantry Bay. M 
Van Stockum. Francie J')n the Run. M 
Obemience.--
Barrett. TWinkl&, the Baby Colt. P 
Hogan. Twin Deer. P 
Leaf. How to Behave sn.d Vfuy. P 
Lowry. Poky Little Puppy. P 
Potter. Little Red Ferry Boat. P 
Potter. Tale of Peter Rabbit. P 
Susannats Auction. P 
Collodi. Adventures of Finocchio. L 
De Vries. Princess Who Grew. L 
Haywood. Two and Two are Four. L 
Lattimore. Little Pear. L 
Stevenson. Abe Lincoln. L 
Van Riper. Lou Gehrig. L 
Wilder. Little House in the Big Woods. L 
Wooley. Davidts Railroad. L 
Edmond Matchlock Gun •. M 
Seredy. Good Master. M 
White. Four Young Kendalls. M 
Windeatt. Hero of the Hills. M 
Woody. Starlight. M 
Patience.--
DeWitt. Littlest Reindeer. P 
p 
------------------~~-----__!!... ____ _ 
Stevenson. Abe Lincoln. L 
De Angeli. Door in· the Wall. M 
Rankin. Gentling of Jonathan. M 
Sawyer. Old Con and Patrick. M 
Patriotism.--
D 'Aula ire. Benjamin Franklin. L 
D'Aulaire. George Washington. L 
Lawson. They were Strong and Good. 
Leaf. Fair Play. L 
Monsell. Boy of Old Virginia. L 
Enright. 
Musgrave. 
Then There were Five.· M 
Mary Lizzie. lVf 
Perseverance.--
Burton. 
C0rcos. 
Krauss. 
Katy and the Big Snow. 
Stuck-up Prince. P 
Garret Seed. P 
Batchelor. 
D'Aulaire. 
Stevenson. 
Van Riper. 
CaP for Mul Chand. 
George Washington. 
Abe Lincoln. L 
Lou Gehrig. L · 
Cournos. Boy Named John. J 
Co-yne. Shepherd ahd a King. 1VI 
Eames. Pat Rides the Trail. M 
Judson. Soldier Doctor. M 
Kuhn. Quest of Don Bosco. M 
Martin. Knuckles D0wnl M 
L 
L 
p 
Orton. Knights of the Snowstorm. M 
Treffinger. Li Lun. M 
Prayer.--
D'Aulaire. Lord's Prayer. P 
Lensky. Da. vy t s Day. P 
De Angeli. Petite Suzanne. L 
Walsh. Mullinger Heifer.. L 
Vl:r:Bon. About Ricc0. L 
Brennan. Good Bad Boy. M 
Spyri. Heidi •. 1VI 
L 
Van Stockum. Cottage at Bantry' Bay. M 
= 
Van Sto'ckum. Francie on the Run. M 
Windeatt. Hero of the Hills. M 
Promptness.--
Lowrey. Poky Little Puppy. P 
Repentance.--
Henry. Little Fellow. P 
Lindman. Flicka, Ricka, Dicka, and their New Friend.P 
Nelson. Randolph, the Bear Who Said No. P 
Sewell. Belinda, The Mouse. P 
Susanna's Auction. P 
Eberle. Visiting Jimpsons. L 
Estes. Hundred Dresses. L 
Haywood. Two and Two are Four. L 
Potter. Mamie. L 
Torrey. Penny. L 
Wagoner. Jane Addmns. L 
G~es. Trouble for Jerry. M 
Resignation.--
McGinley. Most Wonderful Doll in the World. L 
Scott. Rip and Royal. L 
Bialk. Taffy's Foal. M 
Bialk. Wild Horxe Island. M 
De Angeli. Door in the Wall. M 
Gates • Blue Willow. M 
Hager. Canvas Castle. M 
Hatch. Bridle-Wise. M 
Molloy. Decky's Secret. M 
U'an Stockum. Cottage at Bantry Bay. M 
Resourcefulness.--
Corcos. Stuck-up Prince. · P 
Bannon. Big Brother. L 
Resposibility.--
Bowen. Lazy Beaver. P 
Keeler. Today with Dede. P 
Keeler. Today with Tommy. P 
MacDonald. Little Lost Lamb. P 
= 
Agle. Three Boys and a Lighthouse. L 
Bannon. Gregorio and the White Llama. 
De Angeli. .Yonie Wondernose. L 
Hathaway. Two Bridgets. L 
Lattimore. Storm on bhe Island. L 
Van Riper. Lou Gehrig. L 
Wooley. David's Railroad. L 
Wooley. Two Hundred Pennies.· L 
:· ;;· 
Campbell. Bartletts of .Box B Ranch. M 
Coatsworth. Thief Island. M 
Cournos. Boy Named .;ro'Bn. M 
Edmonds. Two Logs Crossing. M 
Moore. Billy Between. M 
Rankin. Gentling of Jonathan. M 
Tope. Whoa! Ginger. M 
Retiring (bed) 
Fox. Little Cat That Could Not Sleep. 
Howell. Who Likes The Dark; P 
Leaf. Boo. P 
Lenski. Davy's Day. P 
Sanctity.--
Brennan. Man Who Dared a King. L 
Coyne. Shepherd and a King. M 
Kuhn. '(0leen' s Command. M 
IDBJ:m. Quest of Don Bes~ro. M 
Windeatt. Hero of the Hills.. M 
Windeatt. Lad of Lima. M 
School.--
Leaf. Robert Francis Weatherbee. P 
Brann. Lupe Goes to School. L 
Collodi. Adventures of Finocchio. L 
De Angeli. Petite Suzanne. L 
Haywood. nBtt is for Betsy. L 
Hunt. Little Girl with Seven Names • L 
Brennan. Good Bad Boy. M 
Eames. Ghost Town Cowboy. M 
¢elf-Appraisal.--
Corcos. Stuck-up Prince. P 
L 
p 
= 
= 
Pope. Biggety Chameleon. P 
Brann. Lupe Goes to School. L 
DeVries. Princess Who Grew. L 
Haywood. Two and Two a.r e Four. L 
Leaf. John Henry Davis. L 
McGinley. Plain Princess. L 
Schwed. Wacky, the Small Boy. L 
Wagoner. Jane Addams. L 
Barnes. Wonder.ful YeSJC'. lVl 
Friedman. Sundae with Judy. M 
Gates. Sensible Kate. M 
Lang. Prince Prigio. M 
Self-Confidence.--
Lent. Straight Down. P 
Bialk. Horse Called Pete. L 
Caudill. Happy Little Family. L 
Mason. Middle Sister. L 
Torrey. Penny. L 
Canfield. Understood Betsy. M 
Coatsworth. Houseboat Summer. M 
Edmonds. Two Logs Cr0ssing. M 
Eyre. Star in the Willows. M 
Friedman. Dot .for Short. M 
Marshall. House for Elizabeth. 
Murphy. Nickel for Alice. M 
M 
Sel.f-Control.--
Susanna's Auction. P 
Hunt. Double Birthday Present. L 
Wooley. Two Hundred Pennies. L 
Barnes. Wonderful Year. J\11 
Cournos. Boy Named John. M 
DeA:ngeli. Boor in the Wall. M 
Hager. Canvas Castle. M 
Lochlons. Three-and-Two Pitcher. M 
Rankin. Gentling of Jonathon. M 
Seredy. Good Master. J\11 
Woody. Starlight. M 
Self-Reliance.--
Bryant. Follow thB Leader. P 
Lear. Gordon the Goat. P 
Eberle. 
Wooley. 
Wooley. 
Visiting Jimpsons. L 
Ginnie and Geneva. L 
Two Hundred Pennies. L 
Canfield. Understood Betsy. M 
Goatsworth. Thier Island. M 
Hatch. Bridle-Wise. :M 
Lochlons. Three-and-Two Pitcher. M 
Service to Others.--
Burton. Katy and the Big Snow. P 
D'Aulaire. Benjamin Franklin. L 
Lear. Fair Play. L 
Judson. Soldier Docter. M 
Kuhn. Quest of Don Bosco. M 
Windeatt. Lad of Lima. M 
Sex Conduct.--
Aldis. Cindy. L 
Sex Education.--
De Schweintz. Growing Up. M 
Sisters.--
Dalgiesh. Young Aunts. L 
Hunt. Double Birthday Present. L 
Sayers. Tag-Along Tooloo. L 
Brink. Gaddie Woodlawn. M 
Size.--
--
Beim.--Smallest Boy in the Class. P 
Bialk. Hoese Galled Pete. L 
Friedman. Dot for Short. M 
Social Understanding.--
Bryant. Follow the Leader. P 
De Angeli. Up the Hill. L 
Wagonerl Jane Addams. L 
Eyre. Susan's Safe Harbor. M 
00 
J" 
= 
Kuhn. Quest of Don Bosco. M 
Musgrave. Mary Lizzie. M 
Neilson. Bruce BenaQn. M 
Sportsmanship.--
Leaf. How to Behave and Why. P 
Eames. Pat Ridestthe Trail. E 
Lochlons. Three-and-Two Pitcher. M 
Step-Brother-Sister.--
Haywood. Penny rod Peter. L 
Step-Father.--
Haywood. Penny and Peter. L 
Step-Mother.--
Stevenson. Abe Lincoln. L 
Bialk. Taffy's Foal. M 
~hite. Four Young Kendalls. M 
Study.--
D1Aulaire. George Washington. L 
Monsell. Boy of Old Virginia. L 
Stevenson. Abe Lincoln. L 
Van Riper. Lou Gehrig. L 
Goatsworth. Thief Island. M 
Coyne • Shepherd and a King. M 
Tope. Whoa, Gingert M 
Thoughtfullness.--
Flack. Wait for William.. P 
Lindman. Flicka, Ricka, Dicka, and Their New Friend P 
Lattimone. Storm on the Island. L 
Stevenson. Abe Lincoln. L 
Torrey. Penny. L 
Enright. Saturdays. M 
Friedman. Sundae with Judy. M 
Spyri. Heidi. M 
Thrift.--
= 
= 
Bannon. Billy and the Bear. L 
D1 Aulaire. Benjamin Franklin. L 
Wooley. Two Hundred Pennies. L 
Edmonds. Two Logs Grossing. M 
Moore. Billy Between. M 
Tolerance.--
BeLm. Swimming Hole. P 
Beim. Two in a Team. P 
D'Aulaire. Nils. P 
Estes. Hundred Dresses. L 
- Lattimore. Bayou Boy. L 
De Angeli. Bright April. M 
Eyre. Susants Se.re Harbor. M 
Friedman. Dot for Sharj. M 
Friedman. Sundae for Judy. M 
Gates. North Fork. M 
Musgrave. Mary Lizzie. M 
Windeatt. Lad of Lima. M 
Woody. Starlight. M 
Trust.--
DeWitt. Littlest Reindeer. P 
Krauss. Carrot Seed. P 
Haywood. Betsy and the Boys. L 
Eyre. Star in the- Willows. M 
Gates. Trouble for Jerry. M 
Lochlons. Three-and-Two Pitche-r. M 
Windeatt. Hero of the Hills. M 
Trustworthiness and Truthf'ullness.--
De Angeli. Yonie Wondernose. L 
Leaf'. How to Behave and Why. 
Gollodi. Adventures of Finocchio. L 
Wagoner. Jane Addams. L 
Whitney. Place for Ann. 
Unselfishness.--
Fish •. Little Red Hen. P 
Henry. Geraldine Belinda. P 
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Henry. Little Fellow. P 
Leaf'. How to Behave and 'li'Jhy. P 
Blanton. Three Miracles. L 
Dobbs. No Room. L 
Haywood. Herets a Penny. L 
McGinley. Plain Pvincess. L 
Monsell. Bey o.f Old Virginia. L 
Orton.. Grandmother's Cookf Jar. L 
Wagoner. Jane Addams. L 
Bialk. Wild Horse- Island. M 
Coatsworth. Thie.f Island. M 
Henry. Sea Star. M 
Simon. Bright Morning. M 
Tope. Whoa, Ginger! M 
Younger Child.--
Flack. Wait .6tir William. P 
Newberry. ·cousin Toby. P 
Dalgeish, Young Aunts. L 
Sayers, Tag-Along Tooloo. L 
Brink. Caddie Woodlawn. M ~ 
Marshall. House .for Elizabeth •. M 
1!7Clara J. Karcher, Character Ednmation Through Books, 
· The Catholic. University o.f America Press, Washington 17, 
D.C., 1952. 
CHARACTER EDUCATION FILMS 
AND FILMSTRIPS 
Introduction to films and filmstrips.-- The general 
introduction gave the value of films and filmstrips. The 
realization of their value is increasing. 
Format.-- The films and filmstrips are listed according 
to the alphabetical listing of the distributors. The films 
are listed first; the filmstrips follow. 
~0 
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FILJ.\'IS 
I. CORONET FILM, B.U. FILM LIBRARY, 332 Bay State Road, 
Boston, llliass. 
1. Appreciating Our Parents, 1 reel, pr~ary, Intermediate, $55. 00 B/W - ~pllO 
2. 
This rilm tells how a boy discovers how much 
his parents do ror him each day. He also sees 
how he can repay thew. This is a lesson in 
f~ily cooperation. 
Beginning Responsibility, Primary, 1 reel 
$ 5 B/W - $110 Color 
Taking care of things--This film explains how and 
why children should care for things at school and 
at home. Importance is placed on putting articles 
back., cleaning up a.fter playtime; and storing and 
handling things to prevent damage. 
Courtesy for Beginne:r-s (lreel). pr~ary, intermediate, $55 B/W - $110 color 
This film stresses the .fundamentals of courtesy, 
such as saying please, thank you, and excuse me. 
Fun of Makin' Friends, The ( 1 reel). primary - i:::intermediat 
~!>55 B W - ~110, color. 
Helps teachers guide classes to a realization 
of what friends are and how easy it is to be 
friendly. 
5. Good Sportsmanship - intermediate and ~unior high, 16 mm. 
sound, 1~ min .. 
Through lively stories and situations, this film 
clearly demonstrates the importance of sharing 
in all phases of daily living. 
I 
L 
6. 
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v How l~iet Helps at School (l reel)~ primary, inter~ediate, 
·· ~505 B/W - $110 Color 
The importance of being quiet in the library, 
the classroom, when talking together, and working 
in group projects is stressed, as well as the fun 
of making noise on the playground when playing 
games. 
Zetts Pla~ Fair (lreel), primary, intermediate, $5 B/W - $110 Color 
This film includes such behaviour patterns as 
dividing things, taking turns, sharing through 
words and expression, and doing things together. 
Letts Share With Others (i reel), primary, $55 B/W - $110 Color. 
This film includes such behaviour patterns as 
dividing things, taking turns, sharing through 
words and expression, and doing things together. 
8. Our Teacher (1 reel), primary, $55 B/W, $110 Color 
This film shows how a teacher plans and helps 
her class. It also shows that good attitudes 
are best expressed through working with her, 
helping classmates, and working out your o'WD. 
problems to the best of your ability. 
II. ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITTANICA FILtffi, 161 Mass. Ave., Bosto 
1. Are Manners Important? elementary grades, 11 min., $50. 
A motivation tool to get children to think about 
the role of courtesy and good manners in our 
society. Mickey Taylor finds that his classmates 
seem to be avoiding him, but he clings to his 
belief that nkids dontt care about manners". A 
seri~s of questions about manners are left to 
student discussion. 
'• 
I 
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2. Don 1 t Be Afraid,(Color), 12 min. $100; B/W $50 
Tells how a young boy is helped by his mother 
to overcome his fear of the dark. Many fears have 
a useful purpose as a warning of danger. Exp~ains 
how to determine whether a fear is useful or not, 
and how to go about overcoming undesirable fears, 
such as fear of dogs, fear of water, and fear of 
What others mi~~ think. 
3. Don't Get Angry,(Color), 12 min. $100; B/W $50 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4· 
s. 
6. 
7-
B. 
9· 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Explains anger as a natural emotion, Which 
cannot be avoided entirely but which can be 
managed successfully when faced in a mature 
way. Animation reveals physiological changes 
during the period of excitement, and emphasizes 
need for the child to release his anger in a 
controlled manner. 
III. Ideal Pictures, 40 Melrose St., Boston, Mass. 
The subject of the films is indicated by the 
titles. 
Courtesi for Beginners $2 .. 00 Elementary 
Don 1 t Be Afraid $2.00 All levels 
Don't Get Angry $2.00 All levels 
Earll Social Behavior $2.00 All levels 
Famili L~fe $2.00 Upper grades 
Fun of Making Friends $2.00 Elementary 
Fun on the Plaiground $2.00 Elementary 
Golden Rule: A Lesson $2.00 Elementary 
for Beginners 
Johnni Learns His Manners $3.50 Elementary 
On the Wai to School $2.00 Elementary 
TolllmY"' s Day $3.00 Primary 
Your Famili $2.00 Primary-
Elementary 
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Additional films.~-
1. The Greenie, Teaching Film Custodians, Inc., N.Y., 42, 
elementary, junior, senior high, 16 mm., sound, 
11 min. 
2. 
As a group of boys get to know and understand a 
Polish refugee, they overcome their mutual 
prejudices and ridicule to accord him a place in 
their circle. 
The House I Live In, Young America Films Co., Inc., N.Y., 47, element~, junior, and senior high, 16 mm., 
sound, 11 min. 
Frank Sinatra pleads for racial and religious 
tolerance, as he talks to a group of boys, Who 
were persecuting one of another religious group. 
= 
= 
FILMSTRIPS 
I.. ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITTANICA FILMS, 161 Mass. Ave., 
Boston, Mass. 
1. Character Building, (Colored Filmstrip), Primary, 
Box of' 16, $80.00, each $5.00 
16 filmstrips, each contain 39 frames. 
Subjests: Kindness, Consideration, 
Sharing, Honesty, Though~fullness, 
Acceptance, Helpfulness, Encouragement, 
Protectiveness, and Cleanliness. 
2. Cottontail Fables, (Color) 6 filmstrips, ~~aPy, 
Box '30.00, Each $5.00 
Stress: Other People's Property, Chasing 
Rainbows, Mother Knows Best, Obedience 
Pays, Greediness doesn't Pay, and We 
Work Together. 
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3. Good Manners. {Color) Primary, Box $36.00, each $6.oo 
6 filmstrips about: Manners at Home, 
Manners at Play, Manners at School, 
Manners in Public, Manners at Parties, 
and Manners While Visiting. Captions 
to read accompany strips. 
Developing Your Personalitt. (Color) 
Box $36.00, each $ .oo middle grades, 
6 filmstrips about ~hinking For Yourself, 
More Than One Friend, Trying New Things, 
Leaders and Followers, Promises are Made 
to Keep, and Enjoying Today. 
II. EYE GATE HOUSE, INC. 2716 Forty First Ave., Long 
Island City 1, N.Y. 
1. Manners Make a Difference, elementary, junior high, higr 
9 filmstrips, colored, $25.00, Individual $4.00 
The topics of the films are: Why Have Good 
Manners? Good Manners at Home, Table Manners, 
Good Manners at School, Good Manners on the St. 
and in Public Comveyances, Good Manners 
When Visiting, Good Manners at Play, Good 
Manners at the Movies, Do•s and Don'ts in 
Good Manners. 
2. Character Makes a Difference, elementary, junior, and 
senmor high, set of 9, colored - $25.oo, 
individual - $4.00 
The film discusses common basic ideas or 
character training, such.as: Honesty, 
Courtesy, Thoughtfullness, Considerateness, 
Helpfulness During School Days, Work and 
Play at School, The Boy Scout and Other 
Groups, Getting Along With Yourself, 
Getting Along at Home, Getting Along With 
Friends, Growing Up, Boy Meets Girl, 
Likes and Dislikes. 
III. Additional filmstrips .--
1. Share the Sandpile, Share the Ball, Working 
Together, (Primary Grades), Child 
Cooperation and Sel~-Discipline series, 
Sinnet Messervy, Inc., Beverly Hills, 
California, 49, B/W 
Taking turns, sharing, playing togenher 
2. Little Cottontail series, Primary Grades, colored, 
Stilllilm, Inc., Hollywood, California -
2 series. 
These two series show character training 
situations in an interesting manner. 
= 
1. 
2. 
4· 
6. 
8. 
= 
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